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Girl Code
Unlocking the Secrets to Success,
Sanity and Happiness for the
Female Entrepreneur
Penguin UK Previously a self-published bestseller, Girl Code is being published by
Penguin with extra material and new interviews. Girl Code is a roadmap for female
entrepreneurs, professionals and 'side hustlers'. Blending personal stories,
inspirational quotes and mantras with practical workbook sections, Girl Code will
teach you how to build conﬁdence, reconnect with your 'why', eradicate jealousy and
use the power of connection. Master life coach and motivational speaker Cara Alwill
Leyba lays down the rules for building a stellar career and extraordinary life. She
champions the importance of honesty, vulnerability and positivity and illustrates how
women can work together to ensure success. Girl Code is for every woman on the
edge of change who is ready to reinvent herself, elevate her thinking and transform
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her life. Cara Alwill Leyba is a speaker and life coach who encourages women to
celebrate themselves and make their happiness a priority. She runs a popular blog
called The Champagne Diet and a podcast called Style Your Mind. She was
previously at MTV Networks as a digital advertising director. Cara lives in Brooklyn,
NY.

Like She Owns the Place
Unlock the Secret of Lasting
Conﬁdence
Penguin UK Can you imagine what your life would be like if you abandoned the idea
of perfection and decided to embrace your whole self - and even better - love
yourself? Imagine if you stopped putting your happiness in the hands of others.
Imagine you stopped waiting for validation from external forces and learnt how to be
intimate with failure, cellulite, success, wrinkles, imperfection, mistakes,
vulnerability. Imagine what life would be like if you just decided to feel good now. In
Like She Owns the Place, master life coach and motivational speaker Cara Alwill
Leyba teaches you that conﬁdence is all about knowing yourself. Leyba lays down
the foundations to help you build conﬁdence from the ground up which include
ditching the idea of winning, editing toxic people and habits from your life and
embracing the achievements of other women. Follow Cara's advice and you'll be
walking into every room like you own the place. 'Urgent, powerful and generous. A
plan for ﬁnding the conﬁdence you deserve' Seth Godin, author of Linchpin
'Actionable advice to achieve your own personal highest potential.' Charly Lester, CoFounder of A League of Her Own Cara Alwill Leyba is a speaker and life coach who
encourages women to celebrate themselves and make their happiness a priority.
She is the author of six books including the bestselling Girl Code, runs a popular blog
called The Champagne Diet and a podcast called Style Your Mind. Cara lives in
Brooklyn, NY.

She Means Business
Turn Your Ideas into Reality and
Become a Wildly Successful
Entrepreneur
Hay House, Inc Are you ready to turn your ideas into reality and build a wildly
successful business? There has never been a better time to say yes! With a
computer and an Internet connection you can get your ideas, messages, and
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business out there like never before and create so much success. In this book, Carrie
Green shows you how. Carrie started her ﬁrst online business at the age of 20—she
knows what it’s like to be an ambitious and creative woman with big dreams and
huge determination . . . but she also knows the challenges of starting and running a
business, including the fears, overwhelm, confusion, and blocks that entrepreneurs
face. Based on her personal, tried-and-tested experience, she oﬀers valuable
guidance and powerful exercises to help you: • Get clear on your business vision •
Move past the fears and doubts that can get in the way • Understand your audience,
so you can truly connect with them • Create your brand and build a tribe of raving
fans, subscribers, and customers • Manage your time, maintain focus, and keep
going in the right direction • Condition yourself for success . . . and so much more! If
you’re a creative and ambitious female entrepreneur, or are contemplating the
entrepreneurial path, this book will provide the honest, realistic, and practical tools
you need to follow your heart and bring your vision to life.

Like She Owns the Place
Give Yourself the Gift of Conﬁdence
and Ignite Your Inner Magic
Penguin Can you imagine what life would be like if you could accept failure,
cellulite, wrinkles, imperfection, screw-ups, and vulnerability? I’ll tell you what would
happen: you would ﬁnally take that weight oﬀ your shoulders and build unshakeable,
sustainable conﬁdence. The truth is that conﬁdence isn’t about living up to anyone’s
expectations—it’s about aﬃrming, every day, that you’re an eﬃng boss. It’s not the
result of being skinny, making a six ﬁgure salary, ﬁnding your dream partner, or
drinking a green juice every day. It requires patience, dedication, forgiveness,
bravery, and an incredible amount of self-compassion. You’ve probably read that
“conﬁdence is a choice,” and while that’s true, it’s more accurate to say that
conﬁdence is a series of repeated choices to accept yourself. To choose pride over
insecurity. And to fearlessly show up in the world as the truest expression of
yourself. It took me a long time to overcome all the BS. It took me a longer time to
develop a rock-solid sense of inner-peace and become intimate with my intuition. To
achieve real conﬁdence that lasted longer than a sugar rush. My goal with this book
is to share with you how I have arrived here, how I’ve helped my clients arrive here,
and hopefully save you years of pain, shame, and uncertainty. Because, girl, I know
how rocky this road can be. I’m going to show you how to block out all the noise
around you, and how to free yourself from the opinions and judgment of others. I’m
going to teach you how to trust your gut, reclaim your life, and rock what you’ve got.
I’m going to show you how to own the place.
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Dear Female Founder
66 Letters of Advice from Women
Entrepreneurs Who Have Made $1
Billion in Revenue
Dear Female Founder is based on one simple question: If successful female
entrepreneurs and investors wrote a letter of advice to the next generation of female
founders - what would they write about? This book shares invaluable insights from
66 inspirational women sharing business advice they wished someone had told them
when they started out.

How to Be an Overnight Success
Random House "You are not born an entrepreneur. It's a skill that you learn along
the way." When the skincare company Rodial launched its cult 'snake' serum, the
press quickly called the business an 'overnight success'. However, Rodial's founder
Maria Hatzistefanis had been toiling for 18 years, building the company from scratch
in her bedroom. Now, the beauty boss sets out to demonstrate in this very
accessible book that its success stemmed from sheer hard work, tireless eﬀorts and
a lot of patience. Fashion-loving Maria set out with a dream to build a beauty
business and - despite not excelling at school, and being ﬁred from her ﬁrst job - she
has achieved it. She did it by dreaming big, working hard, surrounding herself with
the best, taking risks, creating buzz and building her own personal brand, which is
now a favourite with high-proﬁle models and media personalities including Poppy
Delevingne, Daisy Lowe and Kylie Jenner. Crucially, she believes anyone can do this
and her book, brimming with good sense, great advice, tips and secrets - all
presented in an easy, friendly style - shows how.

Million Dollar Women
The Essential Guide for Female
Entrepreneurs Who Want to Go Big
Simon and Schuster "American women are starting businesses at nearly twice the
rate that men are, but only three percent of female business owners have revenues
of over one million dollars. Most women entrepreneurs are stuck at the 'mom and
pop' level, just getting by, or in many cases, running out of cash. Julia Pimsleur
shares her ... story of building her own company and raising millions in capital in a
guide for women like her who have a great idea and need to ﬁnd the resources to
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take it into the big leagues"--Amazon.com.

Jefa in Training
The Business Startup Toolkit for
Entrepreneurial and Creative
Women
Mango Media Inc. Step-by-Step Toolkit to Turn Your Passion Project into a
Successful Business “...a much-needed guide for all of us who need a blueprint to
becoming a successful entrepreneur.” —Eva Longoria, award-winning actress,
producer, director, activist, philanthropist and CEO of UnbeliEVAble Entertainment
#1 New Release in Hispanic American Demographic Studies Women, now is the time
to build your enterprise. Jefa in Training is the only Spanglish project-launching
toolkit and female entrepreneur planner specially made for a new generation of boss
women. A solopreneur and small business guide. A business startup planner and
toolkit for women in leadership, business, and beyond, Jefa in Training oﬀers women
entrepreneurs the female empowerment needed to take a side hustle to the next
level. Whether it’s learning to deﬁne your brand, set up a beta test group, or draft an
LLC operating agreement, this compendium of lessons, anecdotes, worksheets,
templates, and quotes teaches the next generation of women in business how to
work for yourself and turn your ideas into something much bigger. A Latina book by
Latinas, for Latinas. Solopreneurs and creatives, you are invited to let go of your
fears and ﬁnally launch your blog, project, or platform. Jefa in Training isn’t your
typical small business book. Part Latinx book, it is a conversation with a special tribe
of Latina immigrants, Hispanic American generations, and women of color in
ﬁnancial, media, entrepreneurial, and creative spaces. Explore a more complex view
of Latinidad, covering everything from imposter syndrome to micro-aggressions and
bilingualism. Inside ﬁnd: • Author's ﬁrst-hand experiences • Guest stories from
successful business-women in Latinx companies • Worksheets and more! If you’re
looking for Hispanic books, women entrepreneur books, women leadership books, or
women of color gifts―like Mind Your Business, The Memo, In the Company of
Women, or De Colores Means All of Us―then you’ll love Jefa in Training.

How to Make it Happen
Turning Failure into Success
Random House Success is not ﬁnal and failure is not fatal. Maria Hatzistefanis
should know. Having spent 20 years building her own company (described by the
press as 'an overnight success'), she acknowledges how hard it is to keep going and
ﬁnd your motivation, especially in the face of self-doubt, rejection and unexpected
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setbacks. This punchy, easy to digest book spells out how to motivate yourself and
harness your drive and energy to make things happen. With clear guidance, tips and
celebrity stories throughout, Maria sums up her business secrets with three golden
rules: set your goals; plot your trajectory; make it happen! This book will help
anyone looking to grow their business and enable readers everywhere to ﬁnd their
own 'Make It Happen' mindset. Everyone can learn from this book, no matter where
you are in your career.

Women in Tech
Take Your Career to the Next Level
with Practical Advice and Inspiring
Stories
Sasquatch Books “Jam packed with insights from women in the ﬁeld,” this is an
invaluable career guide for the aspiring or experienced female tech professional
(Forbes) As the CEO of a startup, Tarah Wheeler is all too familiar with the challenges
female tech professionals face on a daily basis. That’s why she’s teamed up with
other high-achieving women within the ﬁeld—from entrepreneurs and analysts to
elite hackers and gamers—to provide a roadmap for women looking to jump-start, or
further develop, their tech career. In an eﬀort to dismantle the unconscious social
bias against women in the industry, Wheeler interviews professionals like Brianna
Wu (founder, Giant Spacekat), Angie Chang (founder, Women 2.0), Keren Elazari
(TED speaker and cybersecurity expert), Katie Cunningham (Python educator and
developer), and Miah Johnson (senior systems administrator) about the obstacles
they have overcome to do what they love. Their inspiring personal stories are
interspersed with tech-focused career advice. Readers will learn: · The secrets of
salary negotiation · The best format for tech resumes · How to ace a tech interview ·
The perks of both contracting (W-9) and salaried full-time work · The secrets of
mentorship · How to start your own company · And much more BONUS CONTENT:
Perfect for its audience of hackers and coders, Women in Tech also contains puzzles
and codes throughout—created by Mike Selinker (Lone Shark Games), Gabby
Weidling (Lone Shark Games), and cryptographer Ryan “LostboY” Clarke—that are
love letters to women in the industry. A distinguished anonymous contributor
created the Python code for the cover of the book, which references the mother of
computer science, Ada Lovelace. Run the code to see what it does!

The New Feminist Literary Studies
Cambridge University Press Presents essays by feminists of theory and literature
that examine contemporary feminism and the most pressing issues of today.
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The Champagne Diet
Eat, Drink, and Celebrate Your Way
to a Healthy Mind and Body!
This book is for the woman who wants to feel good about herself and her body, and
learn how to start incorporating healthy habits into her life. It's for the woman who
doesn't want to trade in her champagne for skinny jeans. It's for the woman who is
done with dieting, and ready to start paying attention to her health before that
number on the scale. It's for the woman who is ready to stop letting her weight
deﬁne her, and is ready to understand why it always did. This is not a diet book. This
is a lifestyle guide. This book will change the way you view your weight and yourself
forever. You will walk away feeling empowered, inspired, and downright sexy (and
probably craving a glass of bubbly). You will learn how to celebrate yourself and your
body. You will learn to make your health a priority, always. And most importantly you will learn to love yourself, exactly as you are. So get ready to embark on a
complete dieting and lifestyle overhaul, sister. You are now on The Champagne Diet!
"The Champagne Diet will resonate with every woman with it's realistic and simple
approach to dieting. Alwill delivers a personal, relatable, and funny guide to
shedding pounds without deprivation." - Kim Barnouin Co-Author, Skinny Bitch

Girl Code
Unlocking the Secrets to Success,
Sanity, and Happiness for the
Female Entrepreneur
Penguin Women around the world have responded to Cara Alwill Leyba’s Girl Code
with a resounding YES. Companies like Kate Spade and Macy’s have brought her in
to teach “the Code.” Inc. magazine named Girl Code one of the “Top 9 Inspiring
Books Every Female Entrepreneur Should Read” alongside Lean In, #Girlboss, and
Thrive. A few years ago, I made a crazy claim in the ﬁrst edition of Girl Code: that in
today’s competitive marketplace, the ﬁercest thing a female entrepreneur can do is
to support other women. Something dynamic happens when women genuinely show
up for each other. When we lose the facades, cut the bullsh*t, and truly have each
other’s backs. When we stop pretending everything is perfect, and show the messy,
beautiful parts of ourselves and our work—which all look awfully similar. When we
talk about our fears, our missteps, and our breakdowns. And most importantly, when
we share our celebrations, our breakthroughs, and our solutions. I’m convinced that
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there’s no reason to hoard information, connections, or insight. Wisdom is meant to
be shared, so let’s start sharing what we’ve learned to make each other better. Let’s
start building each other up. Let’s live up to our potential and start ruling the world.
Girl Code is a roadmap for female entrepreneurs, professional women, “side
hustlers” (those with a day job plus a part-time small business), and anyone in
between. This book won’t teach you how to build a multimillion-dollar company. It
won’t teach you about systems or ﬁnance. But it will teach you how to build
conﬁdence in yourself, reconnect with your “why,” eradicate jealousy, and ultimately
learn the power of connection. Because at the end of the day, that’s what life and
business are all about.

#Girlboss
Penguin UK *UPDATED WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION. #GIRLBOSS NETFLIX
ORIGINAL OUT NOW* In this New York Times bestselling sensation, founder and
Executive Chairman of Nasty Gal Sophia Amoruso shares her story and inspires
women everywhere to join the #GIRLBOSS movement. '#GIRLBOSS is more than a
book . . . #GIRLBOSS is a movement' Lena Dunham 'A millennial alternative to Lean
In' New York Magazine 'A compellingly motivational read' The Telegraph 'The book
you need in your life' Marie Claire *Winner of the 2014 Goodreads Choice Award for
Best Business Book* In the space of ten years, Sophia Amoruso has gone from highschool dropout to founder and Executive Chairman of Nasty Gal, one of the fastestgrowing retailers in the world. Sophia's never been a typical executive, or a typical
anything, and she's written #GIRLBOSS for other girls like her: outsiders (and
insiders) seeking a unique path to success. Filled with brazen wake-up calls, cunning
and frank observations, and behind-the-scenes stories from Nasty Gal's meteoric
rise, #GIRLBOSS covers a lot of ground. It proves that success doesn't come from
where you went to college or how popular you were in school. Success is about
trusting your instincts and following your gut, knowing which rules to follow and
which to break. Inspiring, motivating and empowering, #GIRLBOSS will give you the
kick up the ass you need to reach your potential.

Style Your Mind for Success
Passionista Publishing What if you decided you were no longer available for
average? Imagine waking up every day, feeling absolutely certain that you are about
to do your best work. Imagine being so obsessed with your own life, that the idea of
comparing yourself to a stranger on social media seems laughable. Envision yourself,
completely aligned with the woman you know you're meant to be: thinking like her,
dressing like her, doing business like her, earning income like her, attracting dream
opportunities like her. Imagine reclaiming your time, owning your day, and truly,
ﬁnally, stepping into your power as a successful business woman. I created Style
Your Mind for Success for female entrepreneurs who want to increase their energetic
vibration, build their conﬁdence, get crystal clear on their vision, and become
success magnets. As a certiﬁed master life coach and bestselling personal
development author, I know one thing to be true: Your business will only thrive if you
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do. This robust, detailed workbook includes my personal custom exercises,
strategies, aﬃrmations and proven processes to gain clarity and conﬁdence in
business. It's packed with expert-level tools to raise your vibration, release negative
thought patterns, and program your mind for success. If you loved my book Girl
Code, and you're ready to put those concepts into action to see real results in your
life and your business, Style Your Mind for Success is for you.

Fearless & Fabulous
10 Powerful Strategies for Getting
Anything You Want in Life
What would you do if you weren't afraid? Imagine waking up every day knowing the
world is literally at your perfectly manicured ﬁngertips? Imagine living in a reality
dripping with glittering opportunity and lush experiences at every turn? Imagine
having the intuition to know how to handle every situation with total grace and
discernment? I'm going to let you in on a secret: that life exists right at the edge of
your comfort zone. And it's available to you once you learn to become fearless. Fear
can be responsible for changing your life - for better or for worse. If fear persists, you
run the risk of missing out on some of the greatest experiences life has to oﬀer. If
you can overcome your fears, you open yourself up to a world beyond your wildest
imagination. A fearless and fabulous woman is someone who recognizes her desires,
has the conﬁdence to chase her dreams, and believes that everything is possible.
She does not believe in the word "failure." She redeﬁnes it. To the fearless and
fabulous woman, a "failure" is just a signal that she needs to change her course and
try a new way of doing something. She thinks positively, takes consistent action
toward her goals, and never gives up. This book will help you cultivate the qualities
that every fearless and fabulous woman possesses. It will arm you with ten powerful
strategies that will help you overcome your fears and live the extraordinary life
you're meant to live. It will encourage you to challenge old ways of thinking and kick
the status quo to the curb (in your most gorgeous pair of Jimmy Choos, of course!)
So put your worries aside and dust oﬀ those dreams, sister. You are about to become
fearless and fabulous!

She Creates the Way
Ditch the Traditional 9-5, Rock Your
Side Hustle, and Pave Your Path As
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a Female Entrepreneur
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Are you feeling stuck in the
traditional path and yearning for more? Do you have a burning desire to carve your
own way in entrepreneurship? She Creates The Way is personable and actionable
book designed for women who know they are destined for a world beyond the 9-5
and are ready to claim that destiny as a successful female entrepreneur. In this
book, you'll learn: - The 7 crucial life lessons necessary for paving your path in
entrepreneurship - How to move past fear (and the two lies that have been holding
you back) - Why you should make failure your BFF - The 3-step process for turning
your side hustle into solopreneur success - How to ﬁnd the time to get your biz stuﬀ
done (even with a 9-5 job) - Exact examples for what to do to monetize your passion
- Real world stories of women who have created the way ... and so much more! It's
time to say buh-bye to a lackluster existence and carve your own path. It's time that
She Creates The Way.

WorkParty
How to Create & Cultivate the
Career of Your Dreams
Simon and Schuster First, we leaned in. Now we stand up. In this “much-needed
combo of real talk, confessions, and lessons learned along the way” (Chelsea
Handler), Jaclyn Johnson—the founder and CEO behind Create & Cultivate, the
fastest growing online platform for millennial businesswomen—oﬀers a rallying cry
for a new generation of women who are redeﬁning the meaning of work on their own
terms. Jaclyn suﬀered a massive blow in her early twenties. She was on an upward
career climb and conﬁdently moved across the country for a job—and then, was
abruptly let go. Attempting to turn that closed door into an open window, she
launched a company with a trusted business partner. Soon after, she discovered said
business partner had made detrimental decisions to the company without her
knowledge. Before she knew it, she was in the throes of a brutal business partner
break up. She was only twenty-four. Determined to bounce back, Jaclyn overhauled
the mess that was her life and by the time she was in her early thirties, she had sold
a company and launched the much-buzzed about Create & Cultivate platform—and
advised and invested in multiple million-dollar projects at the same time. So, how did
she do it? In WorkParty, Jaclyn shows how she turned distrust into determination,
frustration into fuel, and heartache into hard work—and how you can, too. With
stories from leading female entrepreneurs including Christene Barberich (co-founder
of Reﬁnery29), Alli Webb, (creator of Drybar), Morgan Debaun (founder of Blavity),
Jen Gotch of Ban.do, Rebecca Minkoﬀ, and Kendra Scott, you will learn the tips and
tricks from the best in the business while cultivating the passion and happiness you
need to succeed. “This is the book you need to take your career to the next
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level—on your own terms” (Reﬁnery29).

How to Live Your Best Life
Transform your mindset and
manifest real success
Random House It's time to reset, adjust and take the power back. Having spent
over 20 years building her hugely successful beauty empire, Maria Hatzistefanis
managed to achieve all her childhood dreams and goals. She has attended exclusive
parties, walked on glamorous red carpets and visited beautiful cities. Whilst this life
of glamour and success is exhilarating, Maria is shocked to ﬁnd that the happiness it
brings is ﬂeeting. This leads her to realise that her life needs a new focus. In this
easy to follow guide Maria asks the fundamental question 'what is happiness?'.
Analysing her own experiences, failures and fortunes, Maria provides clear, concise
and intuitive strategies to help you tackle your own challenges. From aligning your
thoughts and actions to detaching your success from achievements, Maria shares
her practical secrets to mastering your mindset. How to Live Your Best Life will equip
you with the tools you need to be in control of your own destiny. Brimming with good
sense, great advice and clear tips Maria guides you on your journey to happiness
and ultimately success.

On My Own Two Feet
A Modern Girl's Guide to Personal
Finance
Simon and Schuster A personal ﬁnance guide for women explains the basic
principles of money management, including how much of one's income to save,
understanding credit scores, how to create a budget, and investing wisely.

Leave Your Mark
Land Your Dream Job. Kill It in Your
Career. Rock Social Media.
Hachette UK Leave Your Mark isn't an advice book -- it's a mentorship in 288 pages.
Aliza Licht-global fashion communications executive, AKA fashion's favorite 'PR girl'
and former Twitter phenomenon-is here to tell her story, complete with The Devil
Wears Prada-like moments and insider secrets. Drawing invaluable lessons from her
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experience, Licht shares advice, inspiration, and a healthy dose of real talk in Leave
Your Mark. She delivers personal and professional guidance for people just starting
their careers and for people who are well on their way. With a particular emphasis on
communicating and building your personal brand, something she knows a thing or
two about, Aliza is your sassy, knowledgeable guide to the contemporary working
world, where personal and professional lines are blurred and the most important
thing you can have is a strong sense of self.

Leapfrog
The New Revolution for Women
Entrepreneurs
Penguin For women entrepreneurs (and anyone sick of the status quo), this smart,
unapologetic collection delivers ﬁfty proven hacks to leapfrog over obstacles and
succeed in business. "A must-read for any woman who has a great idea and the
nagging thought that doors are closed to her; Molina Niño helps to blow them open."-Publishers Weekly Think the most critical factor for becoming a great entrepreneur
is grit, risk-taking, or technical skills? Think again. Despite what every other business
book might say, historical data show the real secret ingredients to getting ahead in
business are being rich, white, and male. Until now. Leapfrog is the decades-overdue
startup bible for the rest of us. It's ﬁlled with uncompromising guidance for winning
at business, your way. Leapfrog is for entrepreneurs of all stripes who are fed up
with status quo advice--the kind that assumes you have rich friends and family and a
public relations team. Refreshingly frank and witty, author Nathalie Molina Niño is a
serial tech entrepreneur, the founder and CEO of BRAVA Investments, and a proud
daughter of Latinx immigrants. While teaching budding entrepreneurs at Barnard
College at Columbia University and searching the globe for investment-worthy
startups, she has met or advised thousands of entrepreneurs who've gone from zero
to scalable business. Here she shares their best secrets in the form of ﬁfty
"leapfrogs"--clever loopholes and shortcuts to outsmart, jump over, or straight up
annihilate the seemingly intractable hurdles facing entrepreneurs who don't have
family money, cultural capital, or connections.

Just F*cking Do It
Stop Playing Small. Transform Your
Life.
Hachette UK 'NOOR HIBBERT IS A FORCE OF NATURE AND HER BOOK IS A CANDID,
NO-BULLSH*T BLUEPRINT FOR LIVING YOUR MOST AMAZING LIFE. INVIGORATING
AND INSPIRING!' Sarah Knight, New York Times bestselling author of The Life-
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Changing Magic of Not Giving a F*ck 'A ROUSING GUIDE ON HOW TO BUILD
MOMENTUM TOWARDS YOUR GOALS, QUASH YOUR INNER DOUBTS AND CHARGE AT
WHAT YOU REALLY WANT' , RED Magazine JUST F*CKING DO IT will take you on a
mind-altering journey of self discovery and personal transformation using an
approach which combines psychological rigour with spiritual power - helping you to
become the best version of yourself and create a life of happiness and abundance.
True personal development can only be achieved by changing how you think and
interact with the world. This book, by the creator of the hit 'Think It, Get It' podcast,
will demonstrate that, alongside purposeful and practical steps to improve your life,
you have the power to multiply your success and happiness by harnessing the Law
of Attraction. Whatever obstacles you face, this book will show you how to stop
thinking small, make positive changes and live the life you deserve.

Little Black Book
A Toolkit for Working Women
Fourth Estate 'Little Black Book is THE book of the year for working women with
drive' Reﬁnery 29 The essential career handbook for creative working women. 'A
compact gem' Stylist Little Black Book: A Toolkit For Working Women is the modern
career guide every creative woman needs, whether you're just starting out or
already have years of experience. Packed with fresh ideas and no-nonsense practical
advice, this travel-sized career handbook is guaranteed to become your go-to
resource when it comes to building the career you want. Writer Otegha Uwagba (one
of Forbes European 30 Under 30) takes you through everything you need to build a
successful self-made career: from how to negotiate a payrise to building a killer
personal brand, via a crash course in networking like a pro, and tips for overcoming
creative block. Plus Little Black Book is full of indispensable advice on how to thrive
as a freelancer, and an entire chapter dedicated to helping you master the tricky art
of public speaking. With contributions from trailblazing creative women including
acclaimed author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Reﬁnery29 co-founder Piera Gelardi,
The Gentlewoman's Editor in Chief Penny Martin, and many more, Little Black Book is
a curation of essential wisdom and hard-won career insights. Whether you're a
thinker, a maker, an artist or an entrepreneur, you'll ﬁnd plenty of inspiration for
your working life here.

Find Your Extraordinary
Dream Bigger, Live Happier and
Achieve Success on Your Own
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Terms
Penguin UK In Find Your Extraordinary, Jessica Herrin shows that you don't need to
have it all to live an extraordinary life - you need to have what matters most to you.
What if you could, with a little eﬀort, live an extraordinary life? A life in which you felt
deep passion for everything you did and always had time for what matters most? It is
possible to take your life from ordinary to extraordinary. The secret? Cultivating the
entrepreneurial spirit inside you and stepping up to create your own deﬁnition of
happiness and success. Here, Jessica Herrin, serial entrepreneur and founder and
CEO of the Stella & Dot Family Brands, shows how we can all develop the
entrepreneurial spirit and use it not only to create a company, but also to create an
extraordinary life. Whether at work or at home, Herrin oﬀers realistic, attainable
steps each one of us can take to achieve success on our own terms. This book isn't
about having it all; it's about having what matters most to you. It's about how to ﬁnd
your extraordinary - your extraordinary career, your extraordinary happiness, your
extraordinary life.

90 Days to C.E.O: A Guide To Avoid
Business Pitfalls And Unlock The
Secrets Of Entrepreneurship
90 Days to C.E.O The story of how a college student scaled from a kitchen-made
beauty brand to a global, multi-million dollar debt-free company. Learn the mistakes,
mishaps, triumphs, and tips no other C.E.O will tell you.

Why Didn't Anybody Tell Me This
Sh*t Before?: Wit and Wisdom from
Women in Business
"Why Didn't Anybody Tell Me This Sh*t Before?" is the book you wish you had
already read. A collection of more than 60 letters from female leaders of multimillion
dollar companies, solopreneurs, and every kind of woman in between, these stories
are both a lifeline and a roadmap for women navigating our increasingly complex
world. From being the only woman in the room in 'old boys' club' businesses, to
making the impossible choices between cherished work and family, to dealing with
loss, anger and fear, these stories have hard-earned lessons to teach all of us. But
it's not all battle scars and suﬀering-like all good stories, these pages are shot
through with laughter, growth and triumph too.So if you've felt alone, or wondered
when the right mentor or community is going to appear, you can stop searching. This
book is your invitation to learn from the experience of women just like you-to borrow
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from their strength, courage and ﬁerce will to succeed, and to take your place in this
community of women who, day by day, are quietly changing the world.

Boss Up!
This Ain’t Your Mama’s Business
Book
Thomas Nelson Boss Up! will help you put your business on the map and the ideas
you’ve previously only dreamed about into the marketplace. Learn to overcome your
fears and guilt to ﬁnd a fulﬁllment that changes you and your family for the better—
breaking free of the hard and boring and having fun along the way. In Boss Up!
Lindsay helps you gain conﬁdence to understand that having ambition doesn’t make
you a bad wife or mother. That it’s okay to have a desire for something more than
endless sippy cups, clean-ups, Band-Aids, and groundings. That no matter your
education or experience, you can tap into your passions and create businesses that
give you increased ﬂexibility, fulﬁllment, and ﬁnancial security. Lindsay doesn’t just
do this through commiserating but by giving you the tools for change. Using the
lessons she learned on her own path to success, Lindsay shares real, solid business
principles with ten distinct success philosophies that you will encounter on the
journey to entrepreneurship, such as: Thinking long-term Being unapologetically
yourself Use the “unsales” tactic Understand your “why” Lindsay is a stay-at-home
mom turned multimillion-dollar-producing business owner, but she doesn’t just have
a passion for entrepreneurship. She has a deep passion for helping women of all
walks of life gain the conﬁdence and skills to tap into their ambition and achieve
success in their own business endeavors. Are you ready to Boss Up?

Thought Economics
Conversations with the Remarkable
People Shaping Our Century (fully
updated edition)
Michael O'Mara Books 'Stimulating, intelligent and enjoyable discussions of the
most important issues of our day.' STEVEN PINKER 'From entrepreneurs to athletes,
and world leaders to entertainers, this is a fascinating collection of interviews with
some of the world's most inﬂuential individuals.' MARK CUBAN 'Thought Economics is
a ﬁne rebuke to the soundbite culture; these interviews are driven by real curiosity,
and there is a wealth of wisdom here.' EDWARD STOURTON ________________________
Since 2007, entrepreneur and philanthropist Vikas Shah has been on a mission to
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interview the people shaping our century. Including conversations with Nobel
prizewinners, business leaders, politicians, artists and Olympians, he has been in the
privileged position of questioning the minds that matter on the big issues that
concern us all. We often talk of war and conﬂict, the economy, culture, technology
and revolutions as if they are something other than us. But all these things are a
product of us - of our ideas, our dreams and our fears. We live in fast-moving and
extraordinary times, and the changes we're experiencing now, in these ﬁrst decades
of the twenty-ﬁrst century, feel particularly poignant as decisions are made that will
inform our existence for years to come. What started out as a personal interest in
the mechanisms that inform our views of the world, and a passion for understanding,
has grown into a phenomenal compilation of once-in-a-lifetime conversations. In this
incredible collection, Shah shares some of his most emotive and insightful interviews
to date.

Disrupters
Success Strategies from Women
Who Break the Mold
Entrepreneur Press Only 4% of women are CEOs and women make up only 18% of
board seats around the globe. But if all the research shows that the odds are stacked
against women, what can we learn from the women who managed to reach the
pinnacle of success despite the obstacles of systemic bias in corporate America?
Disrupters: Success Strategies from Women Who Break the Mold explores what has
enabled some women to not just break the glass ceiling but to shatter it against all
odds. Dr. Patti Fletcher includes in her book ﬁrst-person in-depth interviews with
dozens of trailblazing women executives and board members. This exciting and
uplifting book demystiﬁes what it takes to go where so few have gone before by:
Exploring the mindsets that help or hinder success against all odds Discovering the
right time to begin the journey to a role that feels too big and too hard to obtain
Learning the secrets to success that separate those who succeed from those who do
not Building a personal board of directors to help you catapult yourself to the
boardroom Case studies and interviews will include women of diverse races, ages,
backgrounds, and industries -- all sharing what it means to achieve their own version
of success

The Unﬁnished Social Entrepreneur
Independently Published The Unﬁnished Social Entrepreneur is about powering
up your social justice career. The world feels so screwed up, so unfair, so
unnecessarily mean, so Trumpian. More than ever, the world needs you. This book is
a book of conviction about the unﬁnished work of social justice. According to Lewis:
"The crusty work of social entrepreneurship is as much fun as I'm permitted to have
in public. It's joyous, fulﬁlling and happy-making. Tackling big challenges is heady
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stuﬀ. Fighting the good ﬁght is utterly gratifying." The Unﬁnished Social
Entrepreneur is a compendium of 21 original essays and insights - part memoir, part
handbook - about the challenges and questions every social entrepreneur thinks
about. For the novice changemaker, each chapter bristles with provocative tips and
tools to transform your social justice career. Because social entrepreneurship is not
called solo entrepreneurship, the book also contains 19 additional commentaries by
other change-makers. Social entrepreneurs are a club of conscience. Sign up. Show
up. Stand up. All book proﬁts donated to social justice causes.

Make Every Man Want You
or Make Yours Want You More)
McGraw Hill Professional Unleash Your Irresistibility! "Make Every Man Want You
gives every woman the tools she needs to unlock her inner magnet." --Kelly Ripa
Let's make one thing clear: this book is like no other dating book you've read. There
are no rules, no list of things to do to land a husband in thirty days, and no reason to
blame yourself if “he's just not that into you.” Please. Throw those books away.
Instead, let's focus on you--and how you can make yourself more appealing to others
in almost every situation--whether you have a man or not. Think of it as a crash
course in desirability, a life-changing lesson in loving yourself inside and out. Once
you embrace your unique qualities and dissolve your bad relationship habits, you'll
be amazed to ﬁnd how irresistible you are to others! This girl-friendly guide reveals:
Five Truths Every Irresistible Woman Needs to Know: Live in the moment, Men do not
want to be changed or improved Seven Habits of Highly Unattractive Women: Boring
in bed, Being needy Eight Secrets of Attracting the Right Man for You: Get rid of your
"perfect man" checklist, Have your own life

A Woman's Work
Known Publishing Limited As a woman, it can feel that the odds are stacked
against you in business and when more women than ever before are self-employed
and starting businesses, why is it that so few of them are able to scale and get the
success they deserve? A heated discussion on this subject by some super-successful
businesswomen led to the creation of this book. Is it because it's so much harder for
women to get funding and investment? Is it because women are also likely to be
running the household and juggling childcare? Is it because women struggle to be
taken seriously? The real question that came out of this debate was: what can we do
to help women overcome these challenges and really shine? Fuelled by the raw
passion of successful businesswomen in a range of industries, this book will
empoweryou to scale and grow your business, whatever you do. It is packed full of
tips and personal storiesdrawing on a range of expertise. This book covers both the
hard and soft business skills required to take your business to the next level. From
time management and resilience to how to hone your product and scale proﬁtably,
this is the book that these businesswomen wish they could have had in their arsenal
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when they were looking to scale. In each chapter, a businesswoman explores the
obstacles she has had to overcome in a particular area, and gives the reader
practical advice to do the same. No more playing small, now is the time to go for it.
This book will show you how. Ten contributing authors including: Dr Areej Khataybih,
Clare Downes, Jeannie McGillivray, Jill Martin, Lorraine Gannon, Mary Grant, Natalie
Jameson, Sonja Leason, Steph Middleton-Foster and Vicki Wuche

Build The Damn Thing
How to Start a Successful Business
if You're Not a Rich White Guy
Penguin UK Build The Damn Thing is a battle-tested guide for every entrepreneur
who the establishment has excluded. Finney, an investor and startup champion,
explains how to build a business from the ground up; from developing a business
plan to ﬁnding investors, growing a team, and reﬁning a product. Finney empowers
entrepreneurs to take advantage of their unique networks; arms readers with
responses to investors who say, "great pitch but I just don't do Black women"; and
inspires them to overcome naysayers. For all the Builders striving to build their
businesses in a world that has overlooked and underestimated them: this is the
essential guide to knowing, breaking, remaking and building your own rules of
entrepreneurship in a startup and investing world designed by the "Entitleds." Don't
wait for the system to let you in - break down the door and build your damn thing.

I Am That Girl
How to Speak Your Truth, Discover
Your Purpose, and #bethatgirl
Evolve Pub Incorporated Seeks to inspire conﬁdence in women to help them
achieve the life they want.

The Lonely Entrepreneur
The Diﬀerence Between Success
and Failure is Your Perspective
Tle Enterprises LLC "ENTREPRENEUR" IS NOT A JOB, IT IS AN IDENTITY In The
Lonely Entrepreneur, author and entrepreneur Michael Dermer shows you how to
thrive in the entrepreneurial struggle by changing your perspective.
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Feminist Fight Club
A Survival Manual For a Sexist
Workplace
Penguin UK 'Engaging, hilarious and practical - I will proudly proclaim myself a
card-carrying member of the FFC' - Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook and
bestselling author of Lean In This is a call to arms. Are you aged zero to inﬁnity?
Finished with the sexist status quo? Ready to kick ass and take names? Welcome to
the Feminist Fight Club. You have lifetime membership. Feminist Fight Club provides
an arsenal of weapons for surviving in an unequal world. You will learn how to ﬁght
micro-aggressions, correct unconscious bias, deal with male colleagues who can't
stop 'manterrupting' or 'bro-propriating' your ideas - and how to lean in without
falling the f*ck over. Every woman needs this book - and they needed it yesterday.
This is not a drill.

14,000 Things to Be Happy About.
Newly Revised and Updated
Workman Publishing Company Something to be happy about: This mesmerizing
bestseller is revised and updated. Originally published 25 years ago (happy
anniversary!) from a list that Barbara Ann Kipfer started making as a child, it’s the
book that marries obsession with happiness. And it now has 4,000 fresh and more
current reasons to be happy: Rabbit tracks in the snow. Kiteboarding and kitesurﬁng.
Caramel gelato. Scoring super-high on a Scrabble turn. Babies burping. Summer
storms. White cupcakes with multicolored sprinkles. Big red barns. 20 minutes all to
yourself. No opinions, no explanations, no asides, no footnotes, editorializing, or
proselytizing. Just the simple premise of a list of things that make us smile. With its
chunky shape, striking black-and-white cover, and 100 whimsical illustrations by
Pierre Le-Tan, the new 14,000 Things is an irresistible catalog of good thoughts
completely updated to reﬂect today’s world—and an uplifting gift for people of all
moods and all ages.

Rich As F*ck
More Money Than You Know What
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to Do With
READY FOR MORE MONEY THAN YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH? For too long, the
subject of money has been shrouded in fear, secrecy, and anxiety. It's time to look
behind the curtain at money, while stepping into the empowered ﬁnancial reality
that is available to you. Reading Rich As F*ck is sure to ignite an avalanche of
change in the most important areas of your life. Once you ﬁnally see money for what
it is and realize your power over your ﬁnances, life will never be the same. It's time
you know the truth about money. It's time for you to have more money than you
know what to do with. This is your blueprint.Whether you experience debilitating
anxiety when thinking about your bills, are buried by debt, feel guilty for wanting
more than you have, are stuck in a feast-or-famine cycle, if money has always been
the problem for you and never a solution, or if you are simply seeking the next steps
on your path of ﬁnancial growth, this revolutionary book holds your answers. In Rich
As F*ck, Amanda Frances demystiﬁes the topic of money, cracking the code of
ﬁnancial liberation and abundance. Her magnetic words will open your heart and
mind and help you see the truth about how money actually works.

The Promise of Happiness
Duke University Press The Promise of Happiness is a provocative cultural critique
of the imperative to be happy. It asks what follows when we make our desires and
even our own happiness conditional on the happiness of others: “I just want you to
be happy”; “I’m happy if you’re happy.” Combining philosophy and feminist cultural
studies, Sara Ahmed reveals the aﬀective and moral work performed by the
“happiness duty,” the expectation that we will be made happy by taking part in that
which is deemed good, and that by being happy ourselves, we will make others
happy. Ahmed maintains that happiness is a promise that directs us toward certain
life choices and away from others. Happiness is promised to those willing to live their
lives in the right way. Ahmed draws on the intellectual history of happiness, from
classical accounts of ethics as the good life, through seventeenth-century writings on
aﬀect and the passions, eighteenth-century debates on virtue and education, and
nineteenth-century utilitarianism. She engages with feminist, antiracist, and queer
critics who have shown how happiness is used to justify social oppression, and how
challenging oppression causes unhappiness. Reading novels and ﬁlms including Mrs.
Dalloway, The Well of Loneliness, Bend It Like Beckham, and Children of Men, Ahmed
considers the plight of the ﬁgures who challenge and are challenged by the
attribution of happiness to particular objects or social ideals: the feminist killjoy, the
unhappy queer, the angry black woman, and the melancholic migrant. Through her
readings she raises critical questions about the moral order imposed by the
injunction to be happy.
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